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STATE INCOME AND FRANCHISE TAX SERVICES
Proactive state income and franchise tax strategies that support your business goals
Do you know the average state effective tax rate for your
industry? Is your company’s rate in line with that average?
When is the last time you reviewed your tax structure to
identify areas of refund opportunity, planning or exposure
identification in other states?
Are you filing state returns in all jurisdictions where you operate
or have customers? Are you confident in your tax compliance
across all locations?
Managing effective state tax rates can be daunting. Having a
strong state income and franchise tax strategy in place can help
define a business’s overall success.
RSM can help you manage the ever-changing tax environment.
Our state income and franchise tax professionals follow state
legislation, case law and tax trends closely, so that we can
provide informed advice to help you make decisions that are
strategic, rather than reactive.
We take time to understand your organization, and then work with
your team to identify opportunities, mitigate risk and deliver value
to your business. This collaborative approach takes into account
your distinct business situation and provides customized strategies
and methods that are designed to meet your specific goals.

State and local tax reduction strategies
Businesses evolve through growth, decline, mergers or
acquisitions. Yet few corporate organizations naturally evolve
into a tax-efficient legal structure. If you have experienced
any of these changes in recent years, or if you simply haven’t
reviewed your overall tax strategy lately, we can help identify
opportunities to achieve tax reduction and efficiency.
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Due to differences in tax systems among the states, how you
structure your organization can have a significant impact on
your state tax liabilities and your bottom line. A state and local
tax reduction review will help you better understand your tax
footprint and key tax drivers, so that you may achieve savings
through improved income tax planning.

Multistate tax return review
Changes in state administrative decisions, rulings and
regulations are difficult to monitor. As a result, many companies
miss out on refund opportunities, leaving behind dollars that are
rightfully theirs.
RSM can help you identify and recover those dollars. We will
analyze three to four years of your company’s filed state tax
returns for available credits, alternative group filing positions in
apportionment methodology, classification of business/nonbusiness income, filing positions and prospective tax planning
ideas. This analysis typically results in prior year refunds, as well
as future tax savings.

Audit defense and appeals
Knowing how to effectively manage a state audit can mean the
difference in thousands of dollars of assessed tax. Knowing
what administrative remedies are available after the audit is
concluded can be even more important.
RSM’s audit defense team is composed of industry specialists,
former state auditors and former tax administrators who are
experienced with state audits and dispute resolution. We can
manage the audit from start to finish or consult on specific
audit issues as your circumstances require.

Nexus evaluation and voluntary
disclosure agreements
In the wake of growth and expansion, many companies
inadvertently create compliance risk by failing to update their
tax filings to reflect the laws and regulations of all states in
which they operate. Over time, this oversight can prove costly.
Additionally, business activities that pose no problem in one
state can be nexus triggers in another.
Staying ahead of these issues requires a detailed understanding
of state-by-state regulations, an area where many companies
lack sufficient internal resources. RSM understands the process
and will work on your behalf to help resolve past tax exposure
resulting from non-filing and minimize your exposure in
the future.

Mergers and acquisitions due diligence
Companies often wait until late in the process to identify and
resolve state tax issues that could become deal breakers.
Other times, unknown material state income tax and sales tax
liabilities surprise the buyer after the deal has closed. Qualifying
these liabilities beforehand is critical.
Whether you are on the sale or buy side of a transaction,
RSM’s mergers and acquisition specialists can help you
identify the pitfalls (i.e. transferee liability, loss of credits and
net operating losses, transfer taxes), recommend purchases/
sales strategies to save or mitigate taxes, and uncover hidden
assets (i.e. tax attribute carryforwards, new elections). We will
work with you to identify and resolve potential risks, properly
structure transactions and provide effective post-closing
transaction assistance.

Credits and incentives
Numerous tax credit and incentive programs exist to help
states attract or retain businesses. Job creation, relocation,
expansion, research and development, environmental
remediation and employee training are just some of the areas
where businesses can earn tax benefits. Understanding
where these incentives exist and how to qualify should be an
important piece of your overall tax and business strategy.
RSM can help you evaluate available credits and incentives
and use them to your advantage. If your business has recently
experienced, or is planning for, change in any of the areas
above, we can review available tax credits. In the case of past
activity, we can file amended returns on your behalf. We can
also negotiate with state agencies to obtain favorable incentive
packages and help your team develop processes that will keep
you informed of future incentives that may be applicable to
your business.

Individual income tax planning
Individual income tax filing in a multi-state tax environment
is complex. Filing thresholds, reporting methodologies for
pass-through income, credits for taxes paid to other states
and e-filing requirements are all unique matters that may differ
from state to state. Working with RSM’s state and local tax
specialists at the individual income tax level can ensure that
returns are filed properly and efficiently.
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